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Secure Communication Using Deterministic Key Rotation Over Elliptic Curves 
ABSTRACT 
This disclosure describes techniques for using deterministic key rotation in encryption to 
secure communication of data between clients in a server-client configuration. A unique 
encryption key is generated by a client for each client message without exchanging the key 
between clients. The server can translate a message encryption key from one client to a form 
usable by other clients and send the encrypted message to other clients without performing re-
encryption. Described techniques reduce per-message cryptographic load on a server while 
maintaining communication security, integrity, and privacy. 
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BACKGROUND 
Digital communication tools such as video conferencing software allow multiple client 
devices to communicate with each other via a central server that offers a communication service. 
The central server implements secure communication between clients using industry-standard 
security techniques such as Transport Layer Security (TLS). Each client establishes a secure 
communication channel to the server, and the server oversees a cryptographic translation role 
between the clients. For example, a client encrypts a message and sends it to the server, and the 
server decrypts the message and then encrypts it before sending to another client. However, 
when there are a thousand clients that communicate with each other, each message sent to the 
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server needs to be encrypted 999 times to deliver a secure message to each connected client, 
which is a large computational burden on the server. 
A common approach to reduce heavy cryptographic operations by the server is use of 
shared secrets between connected clients when managing multiple-client secure communications. 
However, shared secrets may have key-aging and/or client impersonation vulnerabilities. For 
example, a single encryption key can be generated by the server and delivered to each connected 
client, but using the same key for many data encryption operations makes the key vulnerable to 
key-aging attacks that, e.g., collect many samples of encrypted cipher text to reduce the key 
attack time.  
To mitigate this problem, key rotation algorithms are used to periodically change a shared 
secret. However, with or without key rotation, shared secret based communications are 
vulnerable to impersonation attacks. If the key is known to all clients, the server cannot 
differentiate between two messages that seem to be prepared by the same client, when one of the 
messages may have been faked by another client. As a result, establishing a secure channel by 
encrypting the message separately for each connected client remains the industry standard and 
servers cope with heavy cryptographic processing by increasing processing power. 
DESCRIPTION 
This disclosure describes providing secure communication between clients by using a 
cryptographic technique that includes generating a unique encryption key for each message. The 
unique key is calculated by each client using deterministic key rotation such that, via translation 
by the server, each receiving client can derive the message without knowing any other client’s 
key and without exchanging the key between clients. Guessing a client’s future key is impossible 
for all clients other than the server and the client itself. The described techniques address the 
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aforementioned problems by reducing per-message cryptographic load on the server to one 
decryption only and no re-encryption, while maintaining communication security, integrity, and 
privacy. 
The described techniques are an extension to existing secure communication channels 
(e.g., TLS) that provide 1-on-1 secure channels that client applications use to exchange 
messages. When multiple clients need a communication channel to exchange messages, the 
described techniques are more efficient than existing 1-on-1 secure channel infrastructure. 
The described techniques use elliptic curves to generate cryptographic keys in a public-
key cryptography system. Some of the parameters of an elliptic curve include G (the generator 
point of the curve), n (the order of G, total number of different points on the curve), and Q (a 
point on the curve that can be denoted with x,y coordinates). On an elliptic curve, multiplication 
of a number and G is a trivial operation; e.g., one can calculate a point (Q) on the curve by 
picking a number (d) and multiplying it with G, as below: 
Q = d * G, 
where “*” denotes scalar point multiplication over the curve. Q can be calculated if d is known; 
however, if only Q is known, it is impossible to calculate d, which is a mathematically proven 
claim behind elliptic-curve cryptography.  
Some key exchange algorithms leverage this fact to create a shared secret between two 
edges of a communication channel. Calculated Q values are shared over a public (unsecure) 
network (Qa & Qb), and secret d values (da & db) are used to multiply shared points, so that 
only two edges can calculate the same Q point (da * db * G) on the curve, which is then used to 
calculate the session key (i.e., the x coordinate of Q). 
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Overview 
The techniques described herein use the parameters above to provide a new secure 
communication channel (session) between multiple clients connected to a server. Fig. 1 shows a 
basic configuration. 
 
Fig. 1: Multiple-client system 
Fig. 1 shows an example multiple-client networked system (100) that implements the 
described techniques. A server (101) has established a secure connection (session) with any 
number of clients including Client 1 (102), Client 2 (103), etc., up to Client m (104). 
The server creates a multi-client session by generating a root key (105) that is (d) of the 
session on the curve. For each connected client (e.g., that has requested to join the multi-client 
session), the server generates a client initial key that is added on the root, which makes a point on 
the curve. In one example, given a client initial key of a, the point on the curve calculated for this 
client is: 
Q = (root + a mod n) * G 
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Therefore, each client is assigned a different client key (as a point on the curve), but none 
of them can reverse-calculate their private key (d of Q_client) or the root’s private key (root d). 
For example, the server generates a client key (106) and sends it to Client 1, generates a different 
client key (107) and sends it to Client 2, etc., up to client key (108) sent to Client m. 
When a client is to send a message over this multi-client session (e.g., message data such 
as text, video, image, etc.), a message key point is calculated by rotating the client key on the 
curve by adding Q_client to another Q that is picked by the client. To illustrate: 
Q_message = Q_client + random_d*G 
where random_d is the rotation size and “+” and “*” are scalar point operations over the curve.  
The message is then encrypted with a key that is derived from the Q_message attributes. 
The client then sends the message cipher text (encrypted message data) to the server together 
with the rotation information (including rotation size) so that the server can calculate the point on 
the curve that was used to derive the message encryption key. For example, Client 1 in Fig. 1 
calculates Q_message and sends the encrypted message and rotation information (109) to the 
server. 
When the server receives the encrypted message and rotation size (random_d) from the 
client, it calculates Q_message using the root key, e.g., as follows: 
Q_message = (root_d + Client initial key + random_d) * G 
In some cases, the server can decrypt the received message using Q_message, e.g., a copy 
of the decrypted message can be stored at back-end storage (110) of this service. Such decryption 
needs to be performed only once. 
The server can calculate the private index of the point (d), and thus it can translate that 
key into a rotation size (random_d’) that a different client can understand. To illustrate: 
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Q_message = (root_d + Client 2 initial key + random_d’) * G 
where Random_d’ = (Client1_d + random_d - Client2_d) mod n 
The encrypted message is sent to a second client with the translated rotation size 
(random_d’) as rotation information. For example, in Fig. 1, the server sends the same encrypted 
message it received and the translated rotation information (111) to Client 2. Each client, up to 
Client m, receives the encrypted message and rotation information (112) associated with that 
client. 
The second client (Client 2) calculates the message key point Q_message as follows: 
Q_message = Q_Client2 + (random_d’ * G) 
The second client derives the message encryption key from the attributes of the point on 
the curve. The second client then decrypts the message using the message encryption key. 
Similar operations are performed on the other clients, up to Client m. 
This flow establishes the multi-client secure session between clients that is managed by 
the server by positioning the server as the only entity in the flow that can translate the point 
calculation formula from one client to another. Due to this translation, the server does not need to 
re-encrypt a received message to send encrypted messages to another client; it can send the 
received message cipher text directly to other clients. 
The aforementioned flow is a basic profile that can be built as multi-client secure sessions 
using key rotations over the elliptic curve. However, many different implementation profiles can 
be used based on the same basic techniques. For example, random rotations, fixed rotations 
based on time, fixed rotations based on client ID, etc. can be used to determine a message key. 
For explanatory purposes, the description below assumes that fixed rotation over time with 
randomized rotation is used. 
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Server side implementation 
In order to implement multi-client secure communication channels (sessions), a server 
stores the following example data structures in a data source: 
Channel Data Structure 
● channel_id: Server assigned unique identifier of each created channel 
●  root_d: Randomly generated root d for this multi-client secure communication channel 
●  t0: The timestamp of the time this channel is created 
Channel-Client Data Structure 
● channel_id: Identifier of the channel 
● client_id: Identifier of the client 
● initial_distance_from_root: Randomly generated number of points such that this 
client’s initial key will be far from the root key 
● step_size: Randomly assigned number of points this client should travel over the curve 
for each millisecond 
Message Data Structure 
● message_id: Server assigned unique identifier of each message 
● channel_id: Identifier of the channel this message was sent in 
● sender_id: Identifier of the client that sent this message 
● timestamp: The time this message was sent 
● message_key_distance_from_root: the calculated distance of this key’s point on the 
curve from the root key of this channel 
● message_cipher_text: encrypted message text 
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Utilization of these fields is explained in the following example protocol sections. The 
server can implement an application programming interface (API) to offer the multi-client secure 
communication protocol. 
Channel generation 
Channel generation is executed when a client is securely connected to a server using 
legacy communication methods (e.g., TLS). The client that wants to create a multi-client secure 
communication channel sends the below request to the server: 
Request: initialize_multi_client_channel 
Parameters: None 
Server side execution: 
1. Generate channel_id 
2. Generate random root_d as 1 < root_d < n 
3. t0 = current timestamp 
4. Create channel record in data store 
Response: channel_id 
Once the channel is created, channel_id can be shared with all the participant clients 
expected to be in this channel. Then, each client can join the multi-client secure communication 
channel by sending the request to the server, for example: 
Request: join_multi_client_channel 
Parameters: channel_id 
Server side execution: 
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1. Generate random initial_distance_from_root value for this client as 1 < 
initial_distance_from_root < n 
2. Generate random step_size value for this client as 1 < step_size < n 
3. Create record in data store 
4. Calculate Qclient = (root_d + initial_distance_from_root) * G 
Response: Qclient, step_size, t0 
Message Exchange 
After a multi-client secure communication channel is available, a client doesn’t need any 
other secure communication channel with the server (such as TLS) to continue exchanging 
messages with other clients in this multi-client channel. A client can perform the following 
operations to send a message in this multi-client channel. 
Client side execution: 
1. Get current timestamp (tmessage) 
2. Generate random_distance value as 1 < random_distance < n 
3. Calculate key distance for this message from the client’s root key: message_key_distance 
= ((tmessage - t0) * step_size + random_distance) mod n 
4. Calculate distance point: Qdistance = message_key_distance * G (where “*” is a scalar 
point multiplication on the curve) 
5. Calculate message key point: Qmessage = Qclient + Qdistance (where “+” is a scalar 
point addition on the curve) 
6. Calculate key for this message: message_encryption_key = x of Qmessage (there might 
be multiple variations of calculating message encryption key from Qmessage, such as 
getting the x coordinate, y coordinate, a combination of both, or any mathematical 
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calculation from these that will result in a byte stream that can be used as a symmetric 
encryption key) 
7. Encrypt the message: message_cipher_text = Enc(plain_text, message_encryption_key) 
Request: send_message 
Parameters: channel_id, client_id, message_cipher_text, tmessage, random_distance 
Server side execution: 
1. Get initial_distance_from_root and step_size values of this client for this channel from 
data store 
2. Get root_d and t0 values of this channel from data store 
3. Calculate key distance for this message from the root_d: 
message_key_distance_from_root = (client_initial_distance_from_root + (tmessage - t0) 
* client_step_size + random_distance) mod n 
4. Create message record in data store 
If a copy of the message is to be stored at the back-end of this service (with permission 
from participating clients), the following operations can be performed by the server to decrypt 
the message: 
1. Calculate distance point: Qdistance = message_key_distance_from_root * G (where “*” 
is a scalar point multiplication on the curve) 
2. Calculate message key point: Qmessage = (root_d * G) + Qdistance (where “*” and “+” 
are scalar point multiplication and addition on the curve) 
3. Calculate key for this message: message_encryption_key = x of Qmessage 
4. Decrypt the message: plain_text = Dec(message_cipher_text, message_encryption_key) 
5. Ingest decrypted message into back-end system 
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The encrypted message delivery to each client can be performed using the following operations: 
Server side execution: 
1. Get the message record from data store 
2. Get initial_distance_from_root value of the recipient client for this channel from data 
store 
3. Get root_d value of this channel from data store 
4. Calculate message distance for the recipient client: message_distance = 
(message_key_distance_from_root - client_initial_distance_from_root) mod n 
5. Translate message_distance into recipient client attributes: random_distance’ = 
(message_distance - (tmessage - t0)*recipient_step_size) mod n 
Response: random_distance’, message record (message cipher text, timestamp, any other 
message metadata needed for the client) 
Client side execution: 
1. Calculate message key point: Qmessage = Qclient + (step_size * (tmessage-t0) 
random_distance’ mod n) * G 
2. Calculate key for this message: message_encryption_key = x of Qmessage 
3. Decrypt the message: plain_text = Dec(message_cipher_text, message_encryption_key) 
The server response to a client includes random_distance’, which is translated by the 
server that has exclusive access to both sender and recipient clients’ multi-client attributes (step 
sizes of clients, initial distances from root). That information on its own cannot be used to get 
access to the message encryption key without knowing Qclient and client’s step_size. Therefore, 
the message on the wire is secure against man-in-the-middle attacks.  
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In addition, the random_distance attribute prevents a malicious client that is listening to 
network traffic from guessing a future message_encryption_key of a client after several 
messages are received from that client. Further, since step_size and initial_distance_from_root 
values for each client is different, it is not possible to impersonate a client by another client 
within a given multi-client secure communication channel. 
Once a message has been received by a client, the message encryption key can be used to 
encrypt a fake message and sent to the server as if it is coming from that same client. However, 
this is only possible if a multi-client session is deployed with longer key rotation periods (e.g., 
the time unit for calculating tmessage is hours). If a multi-client session solution is deployed on a 
system where this impersonation attack is deemed a risk, it can be configured to rotate on 
milliseconds. As a result, a message encryption key will be valid only for the millisecond it was 
generated, and that key expires and is rejected by the server after that time is passed. 
Theoretically and practically, a message cannot be created, sent to the server, and fetched by a 
client within a millisecond; as a result, the multi-client secure communication channel is secure 
against impersonation attacks. 
A message is encrypted by the sender and decrypted only once by the server (if needed 
for, e.g., storage, and with client permission), and no other cryptographic processing is required 
on the server side for sending that message to a client. This is a substantial performance gain 
compared to existing secure communication channels supported by servers. This performance 
gain is important in a configuration having a large number of connected clients and a large 
amount of content data transmitted over the channel (video live streams, broadcasts, etc.).  
When a client is sending live video to other clients, megabytes of data are generated per 
frame, which can be only encrypted by splitting data into multiple chunks such that the 
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encryption load on the server side is multiplied. In contrast, the multi-client secure 
communication channel as described herein allows scaling up data size per second and number 
of connected clients without changing the load on the server. 
The described techniques can be implemented in various configurations as permitted by 
the user. The clients and server can be implemented on a variety of devices, e.g., a user device 
(such as a smartphone, wearable device, etc.), a smart speaker, desktop computer, or other 
device. For example, the functionality of these techniques may be incorporated within one or 
more applications or in a device operating system. The described techniques can be used by any 
device or product that serves rich content (audio, video) to multiple clients. The techniques are 
suitable for use in applications such as video conferencing, video streaming, etc. where multiple 
clients participate in a session. The techniques can also be incorporated into secure 
communication standards such as TLS. 
CONCLUSION 
The described techniques enable the creation of a secure communication channel for a 
multi-client session between multiple clients that are connected to a server. A created session 
allows clients to exchange messages that are encrypted with session keys which is not possible to 
predict, reverse-calculate, or manipulate to disclose secret keys. The server need not decrypt and 
re-encrypt a client’s message to send it to other clients, thus reducing computational burden on 
the server in configurations having large numbers of clients. 
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